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Introduction

This liturgy grew out of years of alternate observances of Tisha b’Av that I created with my
then-partner Karen Escovitz. Beginning in the mid 1990’s as a feminist response to
Lamentations’ use of “whore” as the guiding metaphor in explanation of the destruction of
Jerusalem, the event shifted and changed over the years. As I became more deeply involved in
Jewish groups working for justice in Palestine/Israel, this service became an expression of my
evolving political community: Jewish Mobilization for a Just Peace, Jewish Voice for Peace, and
Philadelphia Jews for a Just Peace. 

As a contemporary Jewish feminist and peace activist, I could not pray for the restoration of the
Temple and the world view connected to it, but I could honor the vast sense of loss that the
tradition of Tisha b’Av held. I’d felt that same loss in writings by Jews exiled from European
homelands, and in writings by Palestinians driven into exile in the Nakba at the time of the
creation of the Jewish state of Israel. As I tried to create a service for Jewish activists that would
both resonate with our own cultural sense of loss AND give voice to our desire to honor the
experience of our Palestinians allies, friends, and co-activists, I focused on this shared reality of
exile as the theme of the service. As a poet myself, I constructed this service by looking for a
mix of poems by Jewish, Arab, and Palestinian writers—a mix that would defy time, location
and distance.

It is important to remember that this event is a religous/spiritual service, not a political argument.
The pieces here speak the emotional reality of the loss, not a debate who lost more or who did
the taking or caused the exile. This liturgy was created in order to open hearts, to express grief,
loss, a yearning for home, and a yearning for connection. Over the years, in living rooms, back
yards, in a Quaker meeting house, and twice at Congregation Mishkan Shalom in Philadelphia,
this service has moved participants to tears, and opened a space for people who disagree on some
of the politics to honor the human reality of the experience of exile.

In this Leader’s Guide you’ll find ideas for planning and leading this Tisha b’Av service,
including page-by-page instructions, supplemental readings, and a list of our sources, including
places to purchase recordings of the songs we use. I developed, and in some cases wrote, this
liturgy, working closely with the musical leadership of Karen Escovitz. If you have any
additional questions about the service, you are welcome to contact me at battzedek@gmail.com.

Karen and I also co-lead Fringes: a feminist, non-zionist havurah. Our liturgy is similar in form
to this service, based in poetry with some traditional Jewish prayers and beautiful singing. Email
me if you would to know more about that group.
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Planning the Service

Setting

It is important to find a space that will comfortably seat the participants in a way where they can
hear and see one another, either a single circle (if the group is 15 or less), concentric circles, or
rows that face each other. The power of this service comes from participation, not just from
listening, so the space need to accommodate that. It’s also important to have a space that’s quiet:
the moments of silence between some of these readings, or after a song has closed, are part of the
experience of honoring loss. It is ideal to have a room that is not brightly lit, or in which the
lighting can be adjusted; the ritual was designed to be done in the evening, on Erev Tisha b’Av,
and having low-lighting is part of setting the emotional stage.

Inviting Participants

When you announce the event, it is helpful to stress that this is a service or a ritual, not a political
meeting or discussion. Highlighting this will help establish a clear expectation about what will
be happening. You might want to give a brief overview of the tradition of Tisha b’Av and
highlight how this event is unique. Since Tisha b’Av is a fast-day, we don’t bring food and then
eat together afterwards, which can feel very odd in a community where communal eating and
talking is the norm!

Assigning Readings

As you’ll see in the page-by-page guide, the ritual uses a variety of reading techniques. Some
pieces are read by a single voice, which can be anyone in the group. I suggest that some pieces
be assigned in advance, so they can be rehearsed, in order to avoid stumbling over Biblical
names or poetic syntax. This ritual also uses two sets of “woven reading,” in which two different
poems are read, each by a single person, and then the voices together create a new poem by
weaving together lines from each separate poem. These new poems are scripted and included
below in the Supplemental Readings. While the individual poems appear in the liturgy, the
woven poems do not, in order to pull people away from the page and invite deep listening.  For
these pieces, both the individual poems and the script for the woven poem will need to be given
to readers in advance. I strongly recommend having the readers practice the woven poems
together a few times before the event begins.

Music

The ritual is greatly strengthened and deepened if you have strong musical leadership. Singing
together is a powerful way to connect the participants, and the music we’ve chosen sets the
emotional stage for the different parts of the ritual. In the Sources section I’ve listed places you
can purchase or download recordings of the music we use. Karen leads with a guitar or, as
appropriate, a cappella. If you have questions about the songs or how to lead them, contact her
at: shewho1@gmail.com
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Opening the Ritual

We usually begin by having the song leader start a niggun, perhaps to one of the melodies the
group will be singing during the ritual. Once everyone is quieted and their attention is focused, I
recommend a brief introduction to welcome people, introduce the leaders or host group, and
quickly explain the structure including which pieces are available for anyone to read. Explain
that the event will last about one hour, and ask for discussion or questions to be held until the
service itself is finished. I tend to have people introduce themselves at the end, not at the
beginning, both to prevent extended chatter during the opening and as a subtle way to highlight
the ritual’s emphasis on how exile and loss are emotions shared here with the stranger or the
Other.

Candles?

We have at times used small candles, such as tea light candles, during the service. Sometimes we
meet in a dim room and use the candles as the light source. (Placing each tealight on a square of
aluminum foil both prevents wax on the floor and reflects and increases the light from each
candle.)  One year, before the Mourner’s Kaddish, we invited people to light a candle for each
person or group of people they named; the resulting table was bright and beautiful but also put
off so much heat that the third-floor room became unbearable. Also, while candlelight is
beautiful, it is harder for people to read the liturgy.

During the Service

The page-by-page guide explains each step. As a leader, it is important to keep the group focused
and not let the energy wander off into chatter or discussion; often, these are how people respond
to readings that make them feel uncomfortable or that touch some deep emotional space. Help
the group respond with silence and time for reflection rather than conversation.

After the Service

When the final singing has ended, sit in silence for a bit. We’ve found that people want to talk to
each other after going through this ritual together. One model that has worked for us is to have
each person say their name and share ONE response, either a moment that moved them or a
question the ritual raised for them. After everyone has spoken, people can be invited to respond
to each other. This way, everyone is heard, and their responses become part of the overall ritual.
When that conversation has ebbed, or when people are shifting after sitting for so long, formally
close the event. (This is the time for announcements about upcoming events, etc).
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Page-by-page Leader’s Guide

Page 1
We start with a niggun, usually one of the melodies for “River of Babylon,” to quiet the 
group and get everyone breathing together.

Page 2
Each of these pieces is read by a single person, in order down the page.

Page 3
The group reads the English all together. When we have someone who knows the 
special trope for Lamentations, the Hebrew is chanted.

Page 4
Each of these pieces is read by a single person, in order down the page. The song leader
then performs Antje Duvekot’s “Jerusalem,” inviting the group to join the repeated
chorus. The lyrics appear in the Supplemental Readings.

Page 5
These pieces are usually assigned to readers in advance, so people can practice and not 
get tripped up the Biblical names. Each “voice” reads all parts assigned to that voice.

Page 9
We sing this song because it is a good emotional break from the intensity of the words. 
Most people that already know it have a stored positive emotional response, and it is an 
easy song for a group to sing. It is also intended to stir a sense of the “longing for
Jerusalem” that the service uses as a metaphor for all exile. We’ve had some members
raise objections to it over the years, from a feeling that the song as been used as Zionist
propaganda. If this is true for your group, substitute another song here, or leave a period
of silence.

Pages 10-11
We invite people to read whichever of these pieces they feel moved to read, in any
order. This will need to be explained at the beginning of this page. It is fine for a piece to 
be read more than once, or for people to pick out and read aloud only a phrase or two
from a piece if they feel it represents something important to them. The point is to have a
blurring of ancient and contemporary voices, and of Jewish and Arab or Palestinian
voices, to make solid the two people’s experiences of exile. The full version of these
pieces are in the Supplemental Readings.

During these readings, your song leader may choose to have people sing a bit in order to
create space for reflection. We have used either the Don Mclean setting of Psalm 137,
sung all together, not here as a round, or the chorus from Duvekot’s “Jerusalem.”
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 Page 12

The first reading, testimony from Olfat Mahmoud, may be read by anyone. 

The next two poems are  the first set of “woven” readings and need to be assigned in
advance. Each piece is read individually, the readers combine the words of the poem by
following the script for “Oh our village!/It is not real.” in the Supplemental Readings section.
In the woven reading, each person reads the lines from their assigned poem, letting the voices
echo back and forth in conversation.

The final line on the page may be read by a single reader or by the entire group together.

Page 13
We read the English together, even the last two difficult lines. Then we sing Don 
Mclean’s setting of these lyrics as round, found on his album American Pie.

Page 14
These pieces are usually assigned in advance. We tend to read them slowly, and leave 
space in-between for silence and reflection. The full text of the Ostriker poem is in the 
Supplemental Readings.

Page 15-16
We assign these readings to someone willing to practice in advance and read smoothly

Page 17  
This refrain from Irena Klepfisz is repeated, by an individual reader or the entire group
(or first by a single voice and then the entire group repeats it).  Then we sing  “On the
Willows,” a setting of Psalm 137 by Stephen Schwartz from the musical Godspell

Page 18
We read the first piece, then the Hebrew if someone is present who knows the trope,
and then the second piece.

Page 19
This is the second woven reading. As before, assign both poems in advance, along with 
the script for the combined version. Read each poem separately, then interweave them. 
The script is in the Supplemental Readings.

Page 20
Sing “Finlandia”
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page 21
Mourner’s Kaddish - we usually invite both personal and social or historical losses, as

well as saying kaddish for everyone who has died in exile

Page 22
As a group, we read this section of the Kaye/Kantrowitz poem, and then sing a special 
setting of Sweet Honey in the Rock’s “Ella’s Song.” While that song has many more 
lyrics, the chorus works best here, and then we sing two lines from the Kantrowitz poem 
set to the melody line from “Ella’s Song.” We let this repeat and build.

Page 23
We close by reading this all together, and then we often softly repeat the modified 
“Ella’s Song” and bring the ritual to a close.
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Supplemental Readings

Page Four

In the Deserts of Exile
Jabra Ibrahim Jabra

Spring after spring,
In the deserts of exile,
What are we doing with our love,
When our eyes are full of frost and dust?

Our Palestine, green land of ours;
Its flowers as if embroidered of women’s gowns;
March adorns its hills
With the jewel-like peony and narcissus;
April bursts open in its plains
With flowers and bride-like blossoms;
May is our rustic song
Which we sing at noon,
In the blue shadows,
Among the olive trees of our valley
And in the ripeness of the fields
We wait for the promise of July
And the joyous dance amidst the harvest.

O land of ours where our childhood passed
Like dreams in the shade of the orange-grove,
Among the almond-trees in the valleys—
Remember us now wandering
Among the thorns of the desert,
Wandering in rocky mountains;
Remember us now
In the tumult of cities beyond deserts and seas;
Remember us
With our eyes full of dust
That never clears in our ceaseless wandering.
They crushed the flowers on the hills around us,
Destroyed the houses over our heads,
Scattered our torn remains,
Then unfolded the desert before us,
With valleys writhing in hunger
And blue shadows shattered into red thorns
Bent over corpses left as prey for falcon and crow.
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Is it from your hills that the angels sang to the shepherds
Of peace on earth and goodwill among men?
Only death laughed when it saw
Among the entrails of beasts
The ribs of men,
And through the guffaw of bullets
It went dancing a joyous dance
On the heads of weeping women.

Our land is an emerald,
But in the deserts of exile,
Spring after spring,
Only the dust hisses in our face.
What then, what are we doing with our love?
When our eyes and our mouth are full of frost and dust?
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Page Four
Lyrics for “Jerusalem” by Antje Duvekot

So, a city wakes up in the morning
And all the infidels get in their cars
As a feather is floating, bread it is broken
And driven into your heart

Cause you live in a town that is delicate
Where old grudges run deeper than mud
Where peace is a term that is relative
And written in blood

Jerusalem, Jerusalem
Oh, you lie bleeding in the doorways of Eden
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Jerusalem

Another city wakes up in the morning
You are the martyr who is taking the stage
You're laying flowers on the eyes of your brother
In his funeral parade

And you are filled with a love for your people
All your life you have drunk bitter milk
You say, "The ones who have wounded my brother
Are the ones I must kill"

Jerusalem, Jerusalem
Oh, you lie bleeding in the doorways of Eden
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Jerusalem

Now the blood has run down to a stand
For generations, it's marked up the sand
Where the scars are as deep as the rivers
And as old as the land

Your god's armies, they are marching on heaven
In the name of what is holy and sacred
Casting poisonous seeds for their children to reap
Out of the rubbles of hatred

Jerusalem, Jerusalem
Oh, you lie bleeding in the doorways of Eden
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Jerusalem
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Page 10

East Jerusalem, 1987: Bet Shalom (House of Peace)
to a Palestinian woman who I am afraid to name
Irena Klepfisz

Whether we like it or not
we must sit here. What we feel
does not matter. We are the heirs:
our legacy is in the air we breathe
the ground we stand on.

One of us lives in the neighborhood
you were raised in
where you took your first steps
and met the world.
Then everyone left.
Your uncles and aunts
carried their belongings
and left. It was ’48.

You ask us:
Do you understand can you imagine
what it must feel like to me?
To all of us?
I do not go back to those neighborhoods.
I just don’t feel right.
Do you understand
what it means to all of us?

We understand we remember history
and understand it all:
the need for safety a safety
no one else can take away.
The need for control
not waiting on line to get attention
or for the consciences of others to awaken.
We understand what it means to have children
who die children who live and learn to be proud
of who they are.

Doubtsbreak through.
This is in the air the reluctance
to have understanding be enough.
We ask: didn’t you omit
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part of the picture
didn’t you leave out a piece along the border
a piece of the sky the very peak of a mountain
the bus bombed the children in the schoolhouse
peaceful farmers ploughing in the fields—
you left out part of the picture.

Understanding wraps us again tightly
towards each other.
We remember the camps: during and after.
During: there was murder and resistance
more murder and after: there was determination
sneaking in at night no lights burning
the small boats the landings on the beach
when everyone else had said: don’t go there
or there or there or who wants them anyway
they’ve always been trouble and again after:
bombings massacres
we understand the actions of a desperate people.

Doubts break us apart
we can barely breathe.  We ask:
why are you our problem too?  We can hardly hold 
our own. Why can’t you just blend in
with your own kind?

Whether we like it or not
we must sit here and this is in the air.
You say to us:

You must understand
how it is for me.
You are writers,
Write about it.

You mean: Our voices carry.
Yours alone does not.

All of us part.  You move off in a separate
direction.  The rest of us return
to the other Jerusalem.  It is night.
I still hear your voice.  It is in the air
now with everything else except sharper
clearer.  I think of your relatives
your uncles and aunts I see the familiar
stuffed pillowcases
children sitting on people’s shoulders
children running to keep up
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Always there is migration
on this restless planet everywhere
there is displacement somewhere
someone is always telling someone else
to move on to go elsewhere.

Night.  Jerusalem.  Yerushalayim.
Jerusalem.  If I forget thee
Oh Jerusalem Jerusalem Hebron
Ramallah Nablus Qattana Jenin if I
forget thee oh Jerusalem
Oh Hebron may I forget
my own past my pain
the depth of my sorrows.

Page 10

I Come From There
Mahmoud Darwish

I come from there and I have memories 
Born as mortals are, I have a mother 
And a house with many windows, 
I have brothers, friends, 
And a prison cell with a cold window. 
Mine is the wave, snatched by sea-gulls, 
I have my own view, 
And an extra blade of grass. 
Mine is the moon at the far edge of the words, 
And the bounty of birds, 
And the immortal olive tree. 
I walked this land before the swords 
Turned its living body into a laden table. 

I come from there. I render the sky unto her mother 
When the sky weeps for her mother. 
And I weep to make myself known 
To a returning cloud. 
I learnt all the words worthy of the court of blood 
So that I could break the rule. 
I learnt all the words and broke them up 
To make a single word: Homeland..... 
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Page 10
from “Prisoner of Sleeping And Waking”
Anton Shammas, Translated by Robert Friend with Roger Tavor from the Arabic
 

I shall open a map of the world
to look for the village I lost
I shall search my pocket
for the grandfather I never knew,
for crumbs of stories, pleasant smells--
and cling to his neck like a butterfly.
Pendulum.
I shall breathe his love into my lungs
for safe-keeping.
If he has blue eyes,
they will make an amulet.
Pendulum.
I shall caress drowned altars
in my palms
and ask him to tinge my eyes
with the colour of wandering
and restore me to legend
in a mantle of gull-wings.
Pendulum.
I shall ask for a swan
so I can ride it
and visit every island
before I am reborn
in a place of my own choosing.
 
Dreams, dreams, I know them all.
 
How else explain this poem.
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Page 10

My Heart is in the East
Yehuda Halevi, translated by Nina Salaman, Selected Poems of Jehudah Halevi
 
My heart is in the east, and I in the uttermost west—
How can I find savour in food? How shall it be sweet to me?
How shall I render my vows and my bonds, while yet
Zion lieth beneath the fetter of Edom, and I in Arab chains?
A light thing would it seem to me to leave all the good things of Spain—
Seeing how precious in mine eyes to behold the dust of the desolate sanctuary.
 

Page 10

untitled piece by Mahmud Al-Hut

Jaffa! Jaffa! my eyes shed blood after the tears
have dried.
Will I ever see you again?
My memory of you is fresh day and night,
living within my innermost soul.
. . .
What ails my heart? Wherever I go it
sadly cries:
Alas my homeland!
Whatever opulence in life one gains,
derision for that life is one’s only response
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Page 12 

Script for “Oh our village/It is not Real” woven reading

Oh  our village!
it is not real, they tell us
I sent to you flocks of birds
To them I said:
this home we long for
a dream of a place
When you reach our village
a dream of place
that never existed
our village beside the river,
Alight awhile,
It is so familiar!
Tell our home all about our grief
it is not real, they tell us,
but a dream
Tell our home we would not be alive
a dream of longing
We would not be alive
but for our hope of tomorrow
but for the  longing
We would not be alive
but for the longing in us
Oh our village
the longing in us 
that is ourselves
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Page 14

The Shekhinah as Exile
Alicia Ostriker

hidden one: when the temple fell
when Jerusalem arose and fell and whenever
we were persecuted and scattered
by the nations,
to follow us in pain in exile
you folded wings patched coats
dragged mattresses pans in peasant carts, lived your life
laboring praying and giving birth, you also
swam across the hard atlantic
landed in the golden land
they called you greenhorn
you danced in cafes
you went in the factory
bargained pushcart goods ice shoes Hester Street
put on makeup threw away wigs
and you learned new languages
now you speak everything
lady, but part of you is earth
part of you is wounds
part of you is words
and part is smoke
because whoever was burned over there, you were burned
you died forever with the sheep
whoever survived, you speak in our tongues
open your wings, instruct us
say what we are
do not confuse us
with the sanhedrin of the loudspeakers
who have no ear for your voice
but we who thirst for your new
instructions, source of life
come into our thoughts
our mouth. Speak to us
voice of the beloved

help us
say what we are
say what we are to do
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Page 19 
Script for “Zion Is not enough/Enough for me” woven reading

Zion by itself is not enough
enough for me
enough for me to die on her earth
is not enough
to be buried in her
Zion
to melt and vanish into her soil
is not enough
enough for me
to sprout forth as a flower
Zion
played with by a child from my country
is not enough
Enough for me to remain
in my country’s embrace
Zion, by itself
to be in her close as a handful of dust
Zion is not enough
a sprig of grass
enough for me
Zion
a flower
Zion by itself is not enough
enough for me
Zion by itself is not enough
enough for me
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Sources

Page One
The reading, and the graphic on the cover, are from Karla Kuskin’s picture book  
Jerusalem, Shining Still, first published in 1990 and currently out of print.

Page Two
Salti—The Rasha Salti letter is from his “Beirut War Diary”, posted on the blog 
“Informed Comment” on August 24 2006.
http://www.juancole.com/2006/08/beirut-war-diary-rasha-saltis-beirut.html

Nasir—Kamal Nasir’s “The Story,” written in 1961. I found it on the blog “Poets from 
Palestine” at barghouti.com.

Page Four
Jabra—I found this uncredited translation of Jabra Ibrahim Jabra’s “In the deserts of 
exile” on the blog “Arabic Literature (in English)” at arablit.wordpress.com

R.—The testimony from “R.” was taken from first-person accounts of the Israeli assault 
on Lebanon in 2006.

Duvekot—You can find "Jerusalem” on Antje Duvekot’s CD “Big Dream Boulevard.” 
The CD, or just this single song, may be purchased on her website at 
www.antjeduvekot.com. The lyrics are in the Supplemental Readings.

Page Ten
Klepfisz—from Irena Klepfisz’s poem “East Jerusalem, 1987: Bet Shalom (House of 
Peace)” in her book A Few Words in the Mother Tongue: Poems Selected and New 
(1971-1990), The Eighth Mountain Press, 1993. The full poem appears in the 
Supplemental Readings. The list of city names in the final section of the poem is not the 
same as her original poem, although she did use both Israeli and Palestinian cities. We 
change or add names each year depending on events.

Shammas—from Anton Shammas’ long poem “Prisoner of Sleeping And Waking” 
Translated by Robert Friend with Roger Tavor from the Arabic, posted at:
http://www.logosjournal.com/poetry_3.1.htm

Halevi—from “My Heart is in the East.” There are many available translations; one 
appears in the Supplemental Readings section.

Al-Hut—The untitled piece from Mahmud Al-Hut, in an uncredited translation, was 
found at Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs in their 
guide “1948-2008: Commemorating 60 Years Since the Nakba” at
http://www.passia.org/nakba.pdf
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Page Eleven
Kaye/Kantrowitz from—from Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz’s poem “Kaddish” which 
appeared in the anthology Nice Jewish Girls: A Lesbian Anthology, edited by Evelyn 
Torton Beck, revised edition, Beacon Press, 1989.

Griffin—a section from Susan Griffin’s long poem “Nature” in Bending Home: Selected 
and New Poems 1967-1998, Cooper Canyon Press, 1998

Page Twelve
Mahmoud—from activist Olfat Mahmoud’s testimony about conditions in the Borj El 
Barajneh Refugee Camp, July 15th, 2006. The full document may be found on the 
Electronic Intifada at: 
http://electronicintifada.net/content/thousands-isolated-sea-destruction/6175

Griffin—a section from Susan Griffin’s “Prayer for Continuation” in Bending Home

al-Khatib—from an uncredited translation of the poem “Buhayrat al-Zaytun (The Lake of 
the Olive Trees)” (1957), found in the anthology Palestine and Modern Arab Poetry 
edited by Khalid A. Sulaiman, Zed Books, 1984.

Rosenfeld—a line from Isaac Rosenfeld’s review of a novel by Abraham Cahan. Even I 
have no memory of how I stumbled upon this line.

Page Fourteen
Griffin—a section from Susan Griffin’s “Hunger” in Bending Home.

Ostriker—from Alicia Ostriker’s “The Shekhinah as Exile” in The Volcano Sequence, 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 2002.

Mclean—Don Mclean’s setting of this psalm, sung as round, can be found on his album 
American Pie.

Page Fifteen
Majaj—Lisa Suhair Majaj’s “Jerusalem Song” in Geographies of Light, Web del Sol 
Association, 2009

Page Sixteen
Porter—Anne Porter’s “After Psalm 137" in Living Things: Collected Poems, Zoland 
Books, 2006.

Page Seventeen
Klepfisz—from Irena Klepfisz’s poem “East Jerusalem, 1987: Bet Shalom (House of 
Peace)”
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Page Eighteen
batTzedek—Elliott batTzedek’s “Pay heed, O Lord,” written for this liturgy

Page Nineteen
Rich—from Adrienne Rich’s long poem “Sources” in Your Native Land, Your Life, W.W. 

Norton, 1993.

Tuqan—Fadwa Tuquan’s “Enough for Me” in an uncredited translation on the Khalil 
Sakakini Cultural Centre website at: http://www.sakakini.org/literature/ftuqan.htm

Page Twenty-two
Kaye/Kantrowitz from—from Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz’s poem “Kaddish,” with an 
additional line, marked in brackets, added to address home demolitions in East Jerusalem

Reagon—from the song “Ella’s Song,” words and music by Bernice Johnson Reagon. 
The complete lyrics are here: http://www.bernicejohnsonreagon.com/ella.shtml
The CD or single track of the song can be purchased at: 
http://www.cduniverse.com/productinfo.asp?pid=1025157&style=music

Page Twenty-three
Gage—from Carolyn Gage’s book Like There’s No Tomorrow: Meditations for Women 
Leaving Patriarchy,. available as a paperback or ebook or PDF from Gage’s website at: 
http://carolyngage.weebly.com/like-theres-no-tomorrow.html
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